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The APS LEUTL fkee-electronlaser (FEL) is a high-gain, short-wavelengthdevice requiring a high-current, low-emittance
beam. An rf photoinjectordriven by a laser is used to provide the requisitebeam. The drive laser consists of a diode-pumped
Nd:Glass oscillator and a chirped puIse amplification (CPA) system consisting of a grating stretcher, a flashlamp-pumped
N&Glass regenerative amplifier, and a grating compressor. The system generates 4-rn.lpulses in the R with a pulse length
as short as 2 ps FWHM and a repetition rate of 6 Hz. Nonlinear doubling crystals are used to generate fourth-harmonic
output of-500 pJ in the UV (263 rim),which is required to exceedthe work function of the copper cathode in the gun. This
paper describes the drive laser as well as the extensive controls implementedto allow for remote operation and monitoring.
Performance measurementsas well as the operating experience are presented.

1. System Goals
DifflcuMes with past FELs have often been attributed
to inadequate beam quality. In an attempt to produce
better beams, rf photoinjectors are being employed.
The use of photoinjectors has placed the burden (and
the blame) of producing high quality beams on the
attendant drive lasers. The challenge of rf photoinjector
drive lasers is to produce phase locked, high intensity,
short UV pulses of high spatial and temporal quality
(single mode, nearly transform limited), often in pulse
length and repetition rates not available through the
commercial laser industry [1].

The Advanced Photon Source (APS) Low-Energy
Undulator Test Line (LEUTL) FEL [2] utilizes an sf
photoinjector to produce a high brightness, high-
current beam. The LEUTL drive laser was constructed
to provide light for an S-band, 1.6-ceil gun with a
copper cathode designed to produce 1 nC of charge in a
roughly 5-ps bunch at 10-Hz repetition rates [3].
Copper has a work function (4.5 ev) that requires W
(less than about 275 run) wavelengths fw
photoemission. Its low quantum efficiency (-10-5)
demands high laser intensities (-200 pJ) to liberate the
desired (1 nC) charge. Beam dynamics in the S-band
(2.856 GHz) gun dictate a laser puIse in the 2-to 10-ps
range (depending on the laser spot size. gun field
gradient and output charge).

In addition to meeting the above specifications, the
LEUTL drive laser was designed to be remotely
controlled and integrated into the APS site-wide
EPICS control system [4]. Near “hands off’ operation

of the laser also required a design with inherent long-
term stability, as well as active feedback systems. High
availability was also a consideration as systems at the
APS traditionally operate continuously (24/7/365).

2. System Description
A main design guideline for the LE~TL laser system
was to use commercial components and systems
wherever possible. Indeed the laser subsystems were
obtained from two vendors while modifications, opticaI
transport, and controls were done “in-house.” The
system consists of a Time-Bandwidth Products GLX-
200 diode-pumped Nd:Glass oscillator that is actively
mode-locked to an external 119-MHz clock. The clock
is the twenty-founth subharmonic of the linac tf
frequency. The oscillator produces pulses of less than
200 fs, centered at 1053 nm, with about 80 mW cf
average power. After a set of diagnostics (including a
spectrometer, autocorrelator, power meter, diode, and
camera), the oscillator light is sent into a Positive
Light custom chirped-pulse amplification (CPA)
system. A grating stretcher provides a - 500-Ps pulse
(150 ps/nm) over a 3-inn bandwidth. The stretched
pulse is amplified in a two-head tlash-Iamp-pumped
Nd:Glass (6Y0 doped Q-98) regenerative amplifier. A
Pockels cell is used to select and trap a single pulse
from the oscillator, while a second Pockels cell is used
to “switch out” the amplified pulse. The amplifier
produces pulses of about 9 mJ of energy at 6 Hz. After
compressing the pulse in an adjustable four-pass
single-grating system, nonlinear harmonic-generation
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fects of bunched beams have been considered in Ref. [3–8] for simple bunch

profiles. Spiking behavior near the bunch tail was observed in the nonlinear

simulation [3,6]. In this paper, we extend the linear theory to bunched beams

with arbitrary phase-space distributions and evaluate the effects of the bunch

density gradient in the exponential gain regime. A time-dependent, nonlin-

ear simulation is developed to take into account the coherent spontaneous

emission (CSE) and to study the nonlinear evolution of the radiation pulse.

2 Linear Analysis

For FEL interaction, the backward wave is dropped from the Maxwell equa-

tion [8], and the slowly varying envelope

for the transverse electric field amplitude:

approximation (SVEA) is invoked

A(.z, t) = E(z, t)ei&f(ct-z), (1)

where Ckf = ckW~ll/ (1 – ~11) is the forward resonant frequency, ckW is the

wiggler frequency, and c~ll is the longitudinal bunch velocity.

It is convenient to define the bunch coordinate as O = kt(z – et) + kWz and

change the independent variables from (z, t) to (z, d). The phase-space distri-

bution of the electron bunch is given by the Klimontovich distribution [1]

F(8, q, z) = ~fiqe-ej(z))qr %(4)>
m j=l

(2)

where no is the maximum line density and q = (~ – ~o)/~o is the conjugate

variable to 0. Hence, the Maxwell equation becomes

(3)

where ~1 = ec2~ouw/(2@yoE). Here p. is the permeability of free space, Z
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is the beam transverse cross section, aWis equal to the wiggler parameter K

for a helical wiggler, and aW = ~[JJ]/ti for a planar wiggler. The Vlasov

equation for the electron distribution is [1,2]

(4)

where H2= eaW/(fi~~m#) is another constant.

In the exponential gain regime and without an external field, we can regard the

field amplitude A in Eq. (4) as a small, first-order quantity. This includes the

coherent and the incoherent spontaneous emissions as well as the stimulated

emission. Hence, we approximate the distribution function 1’ as FO + FI. The

zeroth-order term F. is the initial smooth distribution

~o (0,q,~)= X(8– 2kw7p)v(77), (5)

where x(O) is the bunch profile (O < x < 1) and V(q) is the initial energy

distribution of the beam (J dqV(q) = 1). The first-order term F1 contains

both the initial fluctuation AFO and the bunching behavior through FEL

interaction. Approximating F with F. in the third term of Eq. (4) yields

(6)

where 00 = $ – 2kwqz + 2kwqs. Since the FEL gain becomes negligible when

the width of V(q) is much larger than the Pierce parameter p [1] (defined

through ~1noH2= 4k~p3), we have 2kwqzw 2kWpz < 27rin the exponential

gain regime. We can therefore make the approximation 80 m O in the slowly

varying amplitude A but keep the fast oscillatory phase eio”. Inserting Eqs. (5)

and (6) into Eq. (3) and applying the Laplace transformation, we obtain

(7)
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where the Green function is

The A-integration is along a straight path parallel to the real axis and below

all singularities of the integrand. The Green function is nonzero only when

O < (0 – Oj) < kWz (the slippage length). Hence the total electric field at

O is the sum of fields that originated from the discrete radiators prior to O

but within the slippage length. For a monochromatic beam with V(q)= d(q),

Eq. (7) and (8) reproduce the result of Ref. [2,7]. The Green function can

be evaluated asymptotically for a flat-top bunch profile [4], with a ($ – 19j)

dependence that resembles Fig. 1, and with a maximum value given by

GO

(-)a “p 2:, ‘
(9)

where L9 is the power gain length, and Go is a constant.

The intensity of the SASE radiation is

–&(A(@, Z)#(e, Z))I–

[1tc.~kfno @

= 2cpok:
d#x(6’) G(O, 0’, z) 2

e-kwz

(10)

f

no~r O
27r *-kwzde’e-i’’x(o’)G(e’e”z)2]’

+—

where &. = 2m/kf is the resonant wavelength. The first term in the square

bracket is the usual incoherent SASE due to the shot noise, and the second

term is the coherent SASE, growing from the initial coherent spontaneous

emission. Coherent bunching only at the resonant wavelength was considered

in Ref. [5], and coherent SASE for a monochromatic, bunched beam was calcu-

lated in Ref. [7]. Here the result is generalized to bunched beams with arbitrary
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phase-space distributions.

Integration by parts on the second term of Eq. (10)leads to

- [e-io’~(#)G($,6’, ~)]e 2.
6–kwz

(11)

The second term is negligible because the Green function is exponentially small

at the boundary compared with its maximum value. Equation (11) clearly

shows that the coherent SASE comes from the bunch density gradient. Con-

sider a flat-top bunch that has a bunch length ob longer than the slippage

length kuz. In the slippage region when O <0< kWz, we have ~ =’6(0), and

the bunch radiates coherently with an effective point charge eno~./(2~) and

an intensity profile .. ..

(12)

In the body of the bunch when kWz <13< #b, the coherent SASE goes to zero,

and the incoherent SASE intensity can be estimated as

Thus, the ratio of the maximum coherent SASE intensity

one is

(13)

to the incoherent

(14)

which can be a very large number for long-wavelength SASE experiments.

Nevertheless, the spike of the coherent SASE will be less intense for a more

realistic bunch profile.
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Following Ref. [7], one can write Eq. (7) as:

:: ‘S’”i”1::,%-’”(0-”)A(z, (9) =—

J i ‘2iAkW Z

I

~q v(q)
x—

27riD(A,v,6,q A–q’
(15)

where c is an infinitesimal and positive number,

and

10
/()w@,L9j) = (6 – (+) 4 ~ 0’ de’ <1.

(16)

(17)

For the coasting beam, w(O, @’) = 1and D(A, v) = O is the dispersion relation

including the energy spread [1]. Equation (16) provides a generalization to

the bunched beam. When the bunch distribution does not change appreciably

over the slippage length, w (8, Oj) x x(O) from Eq. (17),and the FEL gain is

affected onIy by the local electron density as expected.

3 Nonlinear Simulation

For numerical simulation of bunch density gradient effects, it is convenient to

use the individual particle formulation of FEL equations [6]

where z = 2kWpz, fl = q/p, and a = 2pkWA/(~lnO) is the scaled electric field.

The partial derivative with respect to 6 in Eq. (20) describes the slippage be-

tween the electron bunch and the radiation field. The sum over the d functions
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can be approximated by a local average over a small bin AO around 13,i.e.,

where Ne = X(0)noA6/kf is the number of electrons within a A13 bin at

position 0.

A time-dependent simulation algorithm [3] can be constructed to take into

account the slippage effect: one first divides the bunch into many buckets

(separated by A.) and loads each bucket with simulation particles that are

uniformly distributed in Ad = 27i and have the proper energy spread. Apply

Eqs. (18), (19), and (20) without the slippage term in each bucket, and then

slip the computed field one bucket forward after each wiggler period. To start

up the FEL process, one either gives a small, constant bunching [3] or uses the

shot noise simulation algorithm of Ref. [9]. However, such a discretization is not

adequate for CSE simulation because the bunch profile x(O) is only sampled

with a sampling interval A,. Thus, the Fourier transform of x(O) is defined

only between the Nyquist critical frequency ~C= C/(ZAT) or WC= ckf/2, and

the coherent bunching around the resonant frequency ckf is left out.

We modify the above algorithm to include the CSE effect by decreasing the

sampling interval to cover the resonant part of the bunch spectrum. For ex-

ample, after loading every bucket with the prescribed simulation particles, we

can further divide each bucket into 8 sections with Ad = m/4 so that the

critical sampling frequency is 4ckf. The spectral power of the bunch profile

outside this frequency range should be sufficiently small to eliminate the effect

of aliasing. In each section, Eq. (21) is used to determine the average bunch-

ing, and the electric field is computed and propagated section by section just

as in the time-dependent algorithm. The final electric field at the exit of the
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wiggler is averaged over the resonant wavelength (or 8 sections), in consistent

with the slowly varying envelope approximation.

Compared with the multifrequency approach to CSE simulation [6], this time-

dependent approach is more straightforward and can include the shot noise

in a natural way. For example, let us take N = 101°,p = l/(407r),and a

flat-top bunch with the bunch length equal to 1000A,. Figure 1 shows the

coherent SASE at the slippage region of the bunch (i.e., O < 2p8 < 2), in

agreement with Eq. (12) of the linear theory. Figure 2 shows the total intensity

profile in the nonlinear regime after saturation. In addition to the spikes seeded

by the noise nonuniformity in the entire radiation pulse [4], a more intense

spike seeded by CSE exists at the slippage region, in agreement with the

simulation of Ref. [6]. We emphasis that the CSE spike exists both in the

linear and the nonlinear regimes (as in Fig. 1 and 2) and is different from the

superradiant spike observed in the nonlinear regime [3], which originates from

the discontinuity of the initial condition used in the simulation.

4 Conclusions

A linear theory and a nonlinear simulation algorithm are developed to treat

SASE for bunched beams with arbitrary phase-space distributions. In general,

sharp density variation over a radiation wavelength in the electron bunch gives

rise to the coherent spontaneous emission, which in turn drives the coherent

amplified emission within the slippage distance.
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Fig. 1. Coherent SASE intensity la@h12 versus 2p0 for a flat-top bunch (a) without

initial energy spread, (b) with a flat-top energy spread of width p, at z = 5. .
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Fig. 2. Coherent and incoherent SASE intensity la12vs. 2p6 for a flat-top bunch
(O< 2p9 < 100) without initial energy spread at .? = 15.
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